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That such a state of opinion is injurious to the cause
o Christianity, can admit of no doubt. It is a fearful

thing to array science and religion against each other
for, however unnatural and unjust this antagonist position

certainly is, the fact of its existence is pregnant with evil

on both sides. Men who have well studied the questions
at issue, and who know the evidence of those geological
facts to which such strong exception is taken, cannot by

any possibility be brought to renounce their convictions.

Were they treated as Galileo was, were they, like him,

other good men, in the fo lowing words. "3. P. S. -deprecates the idea
of any person entering upon Geological questions, who does not possess
considerable acquaintance with the principles of Chemistry, Electricity,
Mineralogy, Zoology, Conchology, Comparative Anatomy, and even of
the sulilinte.t Mathematics.' It will be readily conceded that, to prose

cute the study of Geology advantageously, some insight into most of the
natural sciences is necessary. But when this assertion is intended to
deter men of good common sense from giving their opinion upon Geology
in its connexion with the Scriptures, the position may be safely ques
tioned. It woul(l be just as reasonable to maintain, that a minute acquaint
ance with the principles of Surgery and Morbid Anatomy was requisite,
before a man was qualified to say whether a leg of mutton was tainted,
and ought to be sent from the table ; or that an honest countryman was
unfit to sit in the jury-box, because he was ignorant of the English Law

Reports, or Coke upon Lyttleton. In the controversy between geologists
and the sacred Scriptures, nothing more is required but an acquaintance
with the common laws of evidence, and a knowledge of the distinction
between Divine and human testimony." (Reflections on Geology, sug
gested by a perusal of Dr. l3uckland's Bridgewater Treatise; with Remarks
on a Letter by J P. S. on the Study of Geology: by the Rev. .J. Mellor
Brown, B. A. &c. p 52.) This Letter will be reprinted in the Appendix ; so
that the reader may see whether Mr. Brown has not, undesii.iicdty I am

willing to believe, cxagerated the description of prerequisites to Geolo

gical study. It is hardly needful to remind him that comparisons are not

arguhileilts ; and that, when they are intended to be illustrations. they
ought to be just. Upon his first comparison I make no remark, for its

propriety is equal to its elegance : but, to invest his second with any sem
blance of analogy, he ought to have made his "honest countryman'' very
ill informed upon the facts connected with the cause which he was called
to try, yet imagining himself to know all about it, and determined to shut
his ears against the evidence.
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